FROM THE HEAD MASTER
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL
CORIO, VICTORIA, 3214

[REDACTED]
+ re refute himself.

where you would expect such a thing or
consider it warranted I'm not sure, but the
cornerstone of these relationships has been as
follows:

a) they are interpreted by some as being
homosexual a threat about in not rain
b) may make it harder for you to deal
satisfactorily a constructively with people in
general

c) they expose me myself to the
criticism not the school expose a member
of staff whose behaviour is integrated
(or least by one ) as being homosexual

d) may set up barriers of misunderstanding
between yourself & your colleagues.

I believe that over this period under-
you must give rise to the under-
understanding that you will not visit me
family or attempt to act
against

this work. I must also make it
plain that no consequences described in the

 preceding paragraph are already actively at

work. That pone will not you in a
difficult situation which we must attempt

to rescue.
FROM THE HEAD MASTER
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL
CORIO, VICTORIA, 3214
052 - 73 9200

seems to me that one of these two alternatives must be taken:

a) we must agree that there is a problem for us school & that there is a personal problem (you) over which you need help & counselling

b) you must offer your resignation.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]